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A B S T R A C T   

Vehicle detection in traffic surveillance images is an important approach to obtain vehicle data 
and rich traffic flow parameters. Recently, deep learning based methods have been widely used in 
vehicle detection with high accuracy and efficiency. However, deep learning based methods 
require a large number of manually labeled ground truths (bounding box of each vehicle in each 
image) to train the Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). In the modern urban surveillance 
cameras, there are already many manually labeled ground truths in daytime images for training 
CNN, while there are little or much less manually labeled ground truths in nighttime images. In 
this paper, we focus on the research to make maximum usage of labeled daytime images (Source 
Domain) to help the vehicle detection in unlabeled nighttime images (Target Domain). For this 
purpose, we propose a new situation-sensitive method based on Faster R-CNN with Domain 
Adaptation (DA) to improve the vehicle detection at nighttime. Furthermore, a situation-sensitive 
traffic flow parameter estimation method is developed based on the traffic flow theory. We 
collected a new dataset of 2,200 traffic images (1,200 for daytime and 1,000 for nighttime) of 
57,059 vehicles to evaluate the proposed method for the vehicle detection. Another new dataset 
with three 1,800-frame daytime videos and one 1,800-frame nighttime video of about 260 K 
vehicles was collected to evaluate and show the estimated traffic flow parameters in different 
situations. The experimental results show the accuracy and effectiveness of the proposed method.   

1. Introduction 

In recent years, more and more traffic video surveillance systems are installed in the city and multiple cameras are installed on one 
autonomous vehicle, which can provide more detailed traffic information, like the vehicle detection results introduced by Tian et al. 
(2015), Yang and Pun-Cheng (2018), Mertz et al. (2020), Hale et al. (2020). As described in Wan et al. (2014), Babari et al. (2012), Ma 
and Qian (2019), Li et al. (2020), vehicles detection from these traffic images is important to the intelligent transportation system, 
safety monitoring, traffic control, autonomous driving, and trajectory data-based traffic flow studies. 

In computer vision, object detection aims to discover the location of the interested objects based on feature extraction and 
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recognition, i.e., vehicles, from one single image. Some traditional methods by Abdulrahim and Salam (2016), Coifman et al. (1998) 
use a variety of image processing algorithms in vehicle detection. With the recent rapid development of deep learning, many Con-
volutional Neural Network (CNN) based methods are widely used for vehicle detection as introduced in Wang et al. (2019b). However, 
deep learning based methods require a large number of manually labeled ground truths (manually annotated bounding box of each 
vehicle in each image) to train the CNN. Although the number of training sets can be expanded by data augmentation as that in Guo 
et al. (2019), including flipping, cropping, and scaling operations, there are still a large number of diverse images that need to be 
manually labeled. Manual labeling by human is labor-intensive and time-consuming, so it is necessary to make fully use of labeled 
existing data to help unlabeled new data. 

In the modern urban surveillance cameras, there are already many manually labeled ground truths in daytime images for training 
CNN, while there are little or much less manually labeled ground truths in nighttime images. In this paper, we focus on the research to 
make maximum usage of labeled daytime images (Source Domain) to help the vehicle detection in unlabeled nighttime images (Target 
Domain). In our experiment, directly applying the CNN model trained on the Source Domain to detect the vehicles on the Target 
Domain shows relatively low performance. This is because of the domain distribution discrepancy of Source and Target Domains. 
Intuitively, the nighttime images are quite different with the daytime images: dark environment, changed road light condition, more 
blurred image, various road reflection, etc. 

In order to reduce the domain distribution discrepancy of Source and Target Domains, we propose to use CNN with Domain 
Adaptation (DA) for the situation-sensitive vehicle detection which is robust in both daytime and nighttime conditions. DA is a 
representative method in transfer learning. Generally, when the data distribution of the source domain and target domain are different, 
but the task is consistent, DA can better use the combined information of the two domains to improve the task performance on the 
target domain described by Lin et al. (2016). The proposed vehicle detection problem based on DA is shown in Fig. 1. The CNN model 
used in the proposed method for vehicle detection is Faster R-CNN by Ren et al. (2015), due to its advanced accuracy and speed in 
object detection. The DA method used in the proposed method is actually a style transfer between daytime images and nighttime 
images by Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN), where the unpaired translation method CycleGAN proposed by Zhu et al. (2017) is 
used for this style transfer. 

To test the proposed method, we collected a new dataset, named as Daytime and Nighttime Vehicle Detection (DNVD) dataset, that 
includes 1,200 daytime images and 1,000 nighttime images of 57,059 vehicles by a real traffic surveillance camera. We manually 
labeled each vehicle in the daytime images for CNN training and manually labeled each vehicle in the nighttime images for perfor-
mance evaluation. We compared the proposed method with several traditional image processing based and deep learning based object 
detection methods, and the proposed method achieved the best F-measure and mAP performance for nighttime vehicle detection. The 

Source Domain (Labeled daytime images ) 

Target Domain (Unlabeled nighttime images)

...

...

Domain Adaptation

Improved Vehicle Detection on Target Domain

Traffic Flow Parameter Estimation

...

Fig. 1. The proposed situation-sensitive vehicle detection and traffic flow parameter estimation framework with Domain Adaptation from the 
labeled daytime images (Source Domain) to unlabeled nighttime images (Target Domain). 
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experiment results also show that the proposed method with DA can reduce the distribution difference of two domains and improve the 
performance of vehicle detection in the nighttime. Using the traffic flow theory, the proposed method can be extended for the situation- 
sensitive traffic flow parameter estimation in both daytime and nighttime situations. To test the proposed traffic flow parameter 
estimation method, we collected another new dataset (three 1,800-frame daytime videos and one 1,800-frame nighttime video) of 
about 260 K vehicles in total to evaluate the traffic flow parameter estimation performance. On summary, the main contributions of 
this paper are as follows:  

• A new deep learning based pipeline for the situation-sensitive vehicle detection in daytime and nighttime with only labeled daytime 
images is proposed. Specifically, a Faster R-CNN model is used for vehicle detection during daytime and a new Faster R-CNN model 
with DA is proposed to make better usage of daytime data for vehicle detection during nighttime, where style transfer is used to 
realize the domain adaptation from the labeled daytime images (Source Domain) to unlabeled nighttime images (Target Domain).  

• A new framework for the situation-sensitive traffic flow parameter estimation in daytime and nighttime is proposed. The proposed 
framework could analyze and compare daytime and nighttime traffic flow in the same location with meaningful visualizations. To 
the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first work for the nighttime traffic flow parameter estimation while only using the 
labeled daytime images to train the deep learning model. With the detected vehicles, the traffic flow parameter estimation might be 
straightforward, but the proposed method (Faster R-CNN+DA) could collect more accurate traffic flow parameters during night-
time than the original Faster R-CNN.  

• Two new datasets for this research are collected and manually labeled for vehicle detection and traffic flow parameter estimation 
respectively. One new dataset for vehicle detection contains 1,200 daytime images and 1,000 nighttime images of 57,059 vehicles. 
Another new dataset with three 1,800-frame daytime videos and one 1,800-frame nighttime video of about 260 K vehicles was 
collected to evaluate and show the estimated traffic flow parameters. 

2. Related work 

2.1. Computer vision based vehicle detection 

We consider vehicle detection from images or video based on computer vision. Generally, there are currently two approaches to 
obtain effective extraction of vehicle information from images or video. The first approach is to obtain moving objects (foreground) of 
the traffic scene, while the static part (background) of the traffic scene is separated introduced in Tian et al. (2011). The separation 
between background and foreground are usually by detecting the changes. Some studies proposed by Kamijo et al. (2000), Li et al. 
(2009) segment moving objects using space-time difference, and some other methods in Kong et al. (2007), Mandellos et al. (2011), 
Zhou et al. (2007), Gupte et al. (2002) use background subtraction algorithms to extract moving objects. These methods can be 
effectively applied to daytime traffic scenarios with good light conditions. The second approach is a feature extraction method from the 
object appearance, mainly using the features of color, texture and shape, which can detect stationary objects in images or video 
described in Lowe (1999), Tian et al. (2014). More complex features have been used in vehicle detection such as local symmetry edge 
operators by Agarwal et al. (2004), Scale Invariant Feature Transformation (SIFT) by Mu et al. (2016), Speeded up Robust Features 
(SURF) by Hsieh et al. (2014), Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) by Rybski et al. (2010) and Haar-like features by Han et al. 
(2009). Based on feature extraction, some large-scale crowded objects with similar appearance can be detected as described in Yu et al. 
(2016). Recently, deep learning based CNN methods by Dong et al. (2015), Rezaei et al. (2015), Ke et al. (2018), Bautista et al. (2016), 
Long et al. (2015), Audebert et al. (2017), Guo et al. (2018) are widely used for vehicle detection, which have robust and advanced 
vehicle detection performances. 

2.2. Computer vision based vehicle detection in nighttime 

Vehicle detection in nighttime is very challenging because of the light conditions, dark environment, road reflection, blurred image 
in the nighttime. Most of the existing methods may be unreliable for handling nighttime traffic conditions as described in Chen et al. 
(2010). Beymer et al. (1997) proposed a vehicle detection method for daytime and nighttime traffic conditions that extracts and tracks 
the corner features of moving vehicles instead of the entire vehicles, then the traffic parameters over each lane are predicted based on 
detected road lanes. However, Beymer et al. (1997) ignored the partial occlusions which might lead to the difficulties of detecting 
corners and used homography transformation for lane detection that might be not accurate enough during nighttime. Huang et al. 
(2008) proposed a detection method based on a block-based contrast analysis on the inter-frame variation information, but this 
method highly relies on the manually defined thresholds for the contrast measurement. Robert (2009) proposed a nighttime vehicle 
detection system that detects pairs of vehicle headlights firstly and then uses a decision tree to group them as vehicles, which might fail 
when the headlights are not paired (e.g., with a nearby motorcycle headlight) or occluded/invisible in the crowded scene. Kosaka and 
Ohashi (2015) extracted the bright, geometry and color features of headlights or taillights and then used a Support Vector Machine 
(SVM) to classify them for vehicle detection. However, Kosaka and Ohashi (2015)’s feature extraction could be affected by the 
complicated light reflection during nighttime. Chen et al. (2010) detected the vehicles by finding the bright objects during night, i.e., 
bright headlights or taillights. By only considering to extract bright objects, Chen et al. (2010) might not work well in the general night 
case. The above methods are based on traditional image processing techniques, which could be improved in the following three ways: 
(1) The feature extraction could be enhanced (not only considering the bright, geometry and color features of vehicle headlights or 
taillights), e.g., using the deep learning based CNN to extract more robust features; (2) The traditional classifiers to recognize vehicles 
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could be improved to some advanced deep learning based classifiers; (3) The feature extraction and final classifier could be incor-
porated into an end-to-end learning framework that are optimized together. Recently, several deep learning based methods for vehicle 
detection by Vancea et al. (2017), Ke et al. (2018), Yu et al. (2020) show improved performance than the traditional image processing 
based methods. The deep learning based methods could better reduce the false positive and false negative detection errors, which are 
more reliable in the complex real cases than the traditional image processing methods. Specifically, Vancea et al. (2017) used more 
robust features extracted by the deep CNN, Ke et al. (2018), Yu et al. (2020) designed different end-to-end deep learning frameworks 
for interested object (e.g., vehicle) detection. In this paper, the proposed method improves the traditional image processing methods 
into a new deep learning based pipeline in the above mentioned three ways with a special design for domain adaptation. 

2.3. Domain adaptation 

Typically, data distribution discrepancy always exists between different situations/domains. Multiple domain information can be 
used to reduce domain differences between the source and target domains as described in Fernando et al. (2013), which is called 
Domain Adaptation (DA) in machine learning. Although CNN achieves state-of-the-art performance in several image classification 
problems as introduced in Krizhevsky et al. (2012), training CNN requires a large set of manually labeled images. Thus, the research of 
DA is very important to generalize the deep learning usage. To solve this DA problem, some synthetic datasets by Richter et al. (2016), 
Wang et al. (2019a) are created to improve the performance in real world. Some studies by Chopra et al. (2013), Chen et al. (2015) 
describe domain adaptation techniques by training two or more deep networks in parallel using different combinations of source and 
target domain samples. Ganin and Lempitsky (2014) proposed an unsupervised domain adaptation method that uses a large amount of 
unlabeled data from the target domain. Othman et al. (2017) designed a DA network consisting of a pre-trained CNN and an additional 
hidden layer for handling cross-scene classification. Transfer learning method can improve the sensitivity of the model in some specific 
scene as described in Li et al. (2015). When there are great differences between the source and target domains, Song et al. (2019) 
introduced that the DA method by subspace alignment can help to improve image recognition. Another important research direction in 
DA is the image style transfer. For example, images in one style could be translated to the version in another style using the following 
methods: Pix2Pix by Isola et al. (2017), CycleGAN by Zhu et al. (2017), Coupled GAN by Liu and Tuzel (2016), instance-aware GAN 
(InstaGAN) by Mo et al. (2018), ComboGAN by Anoosheh et al. (2018), UNIT by Liu et al. (2017), MUNIT by Huang et al. (2018a), 
AttGAN by He et al. (2019), etc. Based on the image style transfer methods mentioned above, many works by Anoosheh et al. (2019), 
Mukherjee et al. (2019b), Mukherjee et al. (2019a), Romera et al. (2019), Sun et al. (2019), Dai and Van Gool (2018) have been 
proposed to narrow the gap between the daytime and nighttime situations to improve the performance of various tasks, such as se-
mantic segmentation, retrieval-based localization, autonomous driving, and so on. Different with these works, our target in this paper 
is to improve the vehicle detection in nighttime with only labeled daytime data, which is accomplished by embedding the image style 
transfer to the deep learning based object detection model. 

2.4. Traffic flow parameter estimation 

Many devices and tools are widely used for the traffic parameter and state estimation as described in Seo et al. (2017), Deng et al. 
(2013), typically including: loop detectors by Wu et al. (2016), Coifman and Kim (2009), Liu and Sun (2014), video cameras by 
Malinovskiy et al. (2008), Tian et al. (2015), Wan et al. (2014), unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) by Khan et al. (2018), Ke et al. 
(2016), Ke et al. (2018), radio frequency identification (RFID) detector by Wu and Yang (2013), Huang et al. (2018b), Bluetooth 
devices by Bhaskar et al. (2014), GPS devices on vehicle by Simoncini et al. (2018), float car by Kong et al. (2016), light detection and 
ranging (LiDAR) sensors by Zhao et al. (2019), satellite remote sensing by Ahmadi et al. (2019), microwave sensors by Ma et al. (2015), 
etc. Based on that, a variety of traffic flow parameters can be extracted such as speed, density, quantity, queue length, travel time, etc. 
With the rapid development of computer vision and deep learning, the video based traffic flow parameter estimation method showing 
high accuracy becomes quite popular as described in Shastry and Schowengerdt (2005), Ke et al. (2015, 2016, 2018). Given the ac-
curate vehicle detection results, the next-step traffic flow parameter estimation for daytime or nighttime is the same. However, due to 
the different light properties between daytime and nighttime, there could be a significant accuracy downgrade for vehicle detection 
when directly applying the daytime detection model to nighttime, especially when the manually labeled nighttime data is limited or 
unavailable for model training in many real-world scenarios. Most of existing researches in traffic flow parameter estimation assume 
that the accurate vehicle detection is already available, but they ignore the difficulties of vehicle detection in nighttime. It is obvious 
that improved vehicle detection in nighttime leads to more accurate traffic flow parameter estimation in nighttime. This paper focuses 
on the accurate and efficient traffic flow parameter estimation in both daytime and nighttime by a deep learning model trained with 
only daytime labeled images. 

3. Methodology 

For a better vehicle detection in traffic surveillance images during nighttime, we propose to use style transfer as the DA method to 
mitigate the domain difference between the source domain and the target domain, and then train a Faster R-CNN model for nighttime 
vehicle detection. 
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3.1. Framework 

In this paper, we define that the set of labeled daytime traffic images (manually annotated bounding box of each vehicle in each 
image) is the Source Domain as S, and the set of unlabeled nighttime traffic images is the Target Domain as T. In this research problem, 
we have two Tasks to be addressed: 1. Detect the vehicles during daytime by Faster R-CNN; 2. Detect the vehicles during nighttime by 
Faster R-CNN with DA method. 

For the Task 1, detecting vehicles during daytime in traffic surveillance images is a standard supervised learning problem, which 
can be accomplished by many CNN based object detection methods, such as Faster R-CNN by Ren et al. (2015), YOLO by Redmon et al. 
(2016), Mask R-CNN by He et al. (2017), etc. The CNN model used in the proposed method for vehicle detection is Faster R-CNN by Ren 
et al. (2015), due to its advanced accuracy and speed in object detection. The labeled daytime images of S are used as the training set to 
train a robust Faster R-CNN model for daytime vehicle detection. Faster R-CNN firstly extracts image-level features and then utilizes a 
Region Proposal Network (RPN) to generate object-level proposals, and then classifies the object-level proposals to be foreground/ 
vehicle and background/non-vehicle, followed by a regression to further adjust the proposal location. One proposal is thought as a 
bounding-box region in the image. The backbone used for feature extraction here is VGG16 by Simonyan and Zisserman (2014), which 
has 16 layers in the CNN architecture. The Faster R-CNN model is an end-to-end learning system, whose network parameters can be 
learned by the gradient descent based backpropagation using inputs and outputs only. 

For the Task 2, training a Faster R-CNN model for nighttime vehicle detection without manually labeled vehicles in nighttime 
training images is quite challenging. We propose a Faster R-CNN with DA method for this task. Specifically, style transfer is used to 
translate the real daytime images to synthetic/fake nighttime images by considering the image style of daytime and nighttime images. 
Image style can be translated via an unpaired image-to-image translation between two domains, so CycleGAN by Zhu et al. (2017) is 
used for this style transfer to reduce the domain difference. In this way, a real daytime image with manual labels can be translated to a 
synthetic/fake nighttime image, where the real daytime image and the synthetic/fake nighttime image have different styles but share 
the same manual labels. Finally, the synthetic/fake nighttime images with the shared manual labels are used to train a more robust 
Faster R-CNN model. 

The pipeline of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 2. We will detail each main component of the proposed method in the next 
several sections. 

3.2. Faster R-CNN based vehicle detection 

Faster R-CNN proposed by Ren et al. (2015) has great performance in many object detection related tasks. It is a widely used CNN 
based deep learning model for object detection with a two-stage algorithm. It firstly generates object-level proposals and then classifies 
the generated object-level proposal as foreground/vehicle and background/non-vehicle, followed by a regression to further adjust the 
proposal location. 

The Faster R-CNN network mainly contains two parts, one is the Region Proposal Network (RPN) that generates proposals and the 
other is Fast R-CNN that uses the generated proposals for classification and location adjustment by Ren et al. (2015). The backbone 
used for feature extraction here is VGG16 by Simonyan and Zisserman (2014), which has 13 convolutional layers in the CNN archi-
tecture. Convolutional layers for feature extraction are shared by both RPN and Fast R-CNN to improve the computation efficiency. The 
RPN will tell the Fast R-CNN where to look, that is, the place of the region proposals. RPN uses anchors of different scales (322, 642,

1282,2562,5122 pixels) and various aspect ratios (1:1, 1:2, 2:1) in a sliding window manner to generate many object-level proposals. 
The anchors whose Intersection-over-Union (IoU) overlaps with manually labeled bounding box are above 0.7 or below 0.3 are set as 
positive and negative samples respectively during training RPN. We sample 256 anchors (128 as positive and 128 as negative) for one 
image during training RPN (first part). For training Fast R-CNN (second part), we fix the IoU threshold for NMS as 0.7 to generate about 

Source Domain S ( Labeled )

Target Domain T( Unlabeled )

Conv Layers Region Proposal Network

Feature maps

Proposals

ROI pooling

Daytime

Classification 

Input

Faster R-CNN trained on S

Generator
S->T

Synthetic nighttime images

Generator
T->S

Discriminator

Generator
T->S

Generator
S->T

cycle-
consistency

loss
Style 

Transfer

DT

DS

Faster R-CNN  With Domain Adaptation

Nighttime

...

...

cycle-
consistency

loss

Faster 
R-CNN
Faster 

R-CNN
Input

Regression

Classification 

Regression

Fig. 2. Pipeline of the proposed Faster R-CNN with Domain Adaptation (DA) method for vehicle detection from labeled daytime images to unla-
beled nighttime images. 
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2,000 proposals per image. Because each proposal has different size, region of interest pooling is implemented to pool each proposal to 
a fixed spatial extent, i.e., a fixed-and-same-size feature, which will be then used for later classification and regression. 

Faster R-CNN mainly includes two loss functions to compare the predictions with the manually labeled ground truth. The first loss 
function Lcls is the loss of classification, which is used to evaluate the misalignment of classification. The second loss function Lreg the 
loss of regression, which is used to evaluate the proposal location misalignment. The total loss function Ltotal of Faster R-CNN contains 
the above two loss functions, they are defined as: 

Ltotal = Lcls +ωLreg (1)  

Lcls =
1

Ncls

∑

i
−

(

yilogPi +

(

1 − yi

)

log

(

1 − Pi

))

(2)  

Lreg =
1

Nreg

∑

i
yi ∗ smoothL1

(

B*
i − Bi

)

, (3)  

where the function of smoothL1 is defined as: 

smooothL1 =

{
0.5x2 if |x| < 1
|x| − 0.5 otherwise, (4)  

where Ncls is the RPN batch size (256),Pi is the probability of the i-th proposal to be vehicle and yi is its manually labeled ground truth 
(1 for vehicle and 0 for non-vehicle), Nreg is the number of proposals (about 2,000), and smoothL1 is a type of the loss function, Bi is 
predicted bounding box location (4 parameterized coordinates of the bounding box) of the i-th proposal, B*

i is the manually labeled 
ground truth bounding box location associated to the positive prediction, Lcls is the normalized loss for proposal classification, Lreg is 
the normalized regression loss for bounding box location adjustment and ω is a balance weight. In our experiments, ω was set to 1. 

The whole Faster R-CNN is an end-to-end deep learning network that can be trained by gradient descent in backpropagation. Faster 
R-CNN’s architecture is displayed in Fig. 3. 

3.3. Style transfer from daytime to nighttime 

In this paper, the purpose of the DA method is to learn the translation mapping between the source domain S in the daytime and the 
target domain T in the nighttime. The source domain S provides images and labels in the daytime, and the target domain T only 
provides images in the nighttime. By learning the unpaired image-to-image translation between that two different domains, we want to 
train a style transformer to generate synthetic/fake nighttime images from source domain S. This style transfer is implemented by 
CycleGAN by Zhu et al. (2017). 

This style transfer is finished by training two generators and two adversarial discriminators. The generator is a kind of CNN to 
generate a new image by taking one image as input. The discriminator is a kind of CNN to classify real or fake images. As for the 
translation between domain S and domain T, we define two generators GS→T and GT→S as the transfer functions. The former one learns 
a transfer function from domain S to T, and the latter one learns a transfer function from domain T to S. Meanwhile, two adversarial 
discriminators DT and DS correspond to the GS→T and GT→S. Specifically, DT attempts to recognize whether the image is a real image 
from T or a generated synthetic/fake image by GS→T , and DS tries to discriminate whether the image is a real one from S or a generated 
synthetic/fake one by GT→S. The source domain S provides labeled images IS, and the target domain T provides images IT . Given iS ∈ Is 
and iT ∈ IT, iS and iT represent any image in domain S and T, respectively. 

In Fig. 2, the domain for generated synthetic images is highlighted with a hat, for example T̂ the domain for generated synthetic/ 
fake nighttime images from real daytime images and Ŝ the domain for generated synthetic/fake daytime images from real nighttime 
images. 

Ideally, for one image iS ∈ Is, it can be translated to a synthetic image in T̂ by the generator GS→T . The adversarial discriminator DT 
will encourage the translated image indistinguishable from the domain T. After translating the synthetic image back to the domain S by 
GT→S, leading to a reconstructed image GT→S(GS→T(iS)) which should be similar to the original image iS. In other words, the recon-
struction error for iS should be minimized when training the GAN, so is that for the image iT. This reconstruction error is called cycle 
consistency loss, and this algorithm can be applied to unpaired image-to-image style transfer. Following Zhu et al. (2017), the total loss 
function in the style transfer architecture is defined as: 

LCycleGAN
(
GS→T ,GT→S,DS,DT , S, T

)
= LGAN

(
GS→T ,DT , S, T

)
+

LGAN
(
GT→S,DS, T, S

)
+ λLCycle

(
GS→T ,GT→S, S, T

)
,

(5)  

where λ is the balance weight, LCycle is the cycle consistency loss in the cycle architecture, LGAN is the adversarial training loss. The cycle 
consistency loss is used to regularize the GAN training. The cycle consistent loss is an L1 penalty in the cycle architecture, which is 
defined as: 
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LCycle

(
GS→T ,GT→S, S, T

)
= EiS̃IS

[
‖GT→S

(
GS→T

(
iS

))
− iS‖1

]

+EiT̃IT

[
‖GS→T

(
GT→S

(
iT

))
− iT‖1

] (6)  

The adversarial training loss is defined as: 

LGAN

(
GS→T ,DT , S, T

)
= EiT̃IT

[
log
(

DT

(
iT

))]
+

EiS̃IS

[
log
(

1 − DT

(
GS→T

(
iS

))]
.

(7)  

To train these generators and discriminators, we need to solve: 

G*
S→T

G*
T→S

= arg min
GS→T ,GT→S

max
DS ,DT

LCycleGAN

(

GS→T ,GT→S,DS,DT , S, T

)

. (8) 

To solve the Eq. (8), in training, we alternatively update the network parameters by the ADAM optimization algorithm for the two 
generators and the two discriminators, which follows the official publicized code of CycleGAN by Zhu et al. (2017). After training, the 
learned generator GS→T can be directly used to transfer the real daytime-style image to synthetic/fake nighttime-style image and also 
simultaneously keep the geometry and spatial relationship of vehicles in the image. 

3.4. Faster R-CNN with domain adaptation 

By style transfer, the synthetic/fake nighttime images from real daytime images are very similar to real nighttime images, leading 
to reduced domain difference, while the synthetic/fake nighttime images share the same vehicle locations. Therefore, the manually 
labeled ground truth bounding boxes for the vehicles in the source domain S can also be used for the synthetic/fake nighttime images. 
We then use those synthetic/fake nighttime images and corresponding labels in the source domain S as the training set to train a Faster 
R-CNN model. 

3.5. Traffic flow parameter estimation 

In the traffic flow theory, the volume, speed and density are the three most important parameters to describe the nature of traffic, 
and their relationship is given by the following equation: 

Q =
∑

N
Vi × Ki, (9)  

where Q denotes the volume (in pc1/h) in the same-direction lanes, N denotes the number of lanes in the same direction, Ki denotes the 
density in the i-th lane defined as vehicle counts per freeway segment (in pc/km). Vi denotes the speed in the i-th lane, which is 
converted from pixels/frame to km/h. With the vehicle detection results, the detailed bounding boxes of vehicles in daytime and 
nighttime in every frame can be obtained, then traffic density and speed can be calculated. Density can be obtained by counting the 
vehicles in the unit freeway length. For the speed estimation, motion vectors are extracted by computing the sparse optical flow within 
a small Region of Interest (RoI), 3-by-4 pixels, in the center of detected vehicle between two adjacent frames as shown in Fig. 4, where 
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Input

1280×720 ×3

Region Proposal Network

ROI Pooling
Reshape ReshapeSoftmax

Proposal

Regression

Judge for object or not 

Softmax Bbox_pred
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Conv Layer Pooling 
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connected 
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1×1

1×1

Fig. 3. Architecture of Faster R-CNN.  

1 pc: passenger cars. 
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the sparse optical flow is obtained using the pyramid Lucas Kanade feature tracker based algorithm by Bouguet et al. (2001) imple-
mented in the OpenCV library. After obtaining all the motion vectors in the RoI for each detected vehicle, each vehicle’s motion can be 
represented by the average motion vector in the RoI. 

In each image/frame, we assume the object to have a real-world length l1 in meters and image-world length l2 in pixels, and the 
road segment length has Ls pixels in the image. To convert the pixel displacements into meters, we use the standard lane marking and 

urban taxi length to simply calibrate the ratio of l1l2 
(in m/pixel). Suppose d(p,x)

̅̅→
and d(p,y)

̅̅→
denote the p-th motion vector extracted for a 

vehicle in the horizontal and vertical directions, then the overall motion magnitude dp of the p-th motion vector in pixels/frame can be 
calculated by the following equation: 

dp =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

d(p,x)
̅̅→2

+ d(p,y)
̅̅→2

√

. (10) 

By taking an average for all the motion magnitudes dp in the RoI of the q-th detected vehicle, the mean motion magnitude for q-th 
vehicle can be computed, defined as mq. We average each vehicle’s motion magnitude mq in the i-th lane, defined as mi. The frame rate 
is denoted as F that is fixed as 30 fps in the surveillance video. With these definitions above, the instantaneous traffic speed Vi (in km/h) 
and density Ki (in pc/km) in i-th lane are calculated using the following equations: 

Vi = 3.6 × mi × F ×
l1

l2
(11)  

Ki = 1000 ×
Ti × l2

Ls × l1
, (12)  

where Ti is the total number of vehicles in the i-th lane for the current frame and the constants 3.6 and 1000 are used for the trans-
formations m/s to km/h and m to km, respectively. In this way, it is simple to compute the average speed Vi and average density Ki and 
also the volume Q of the lanes in the same direction. 

4. Experiment 

4.1. DNVD and TFPE datasets 

In this paper, two new datasets were collected from a real traffic surveillance camera located in the middle section of South Second 
Ring Road in Xi’an, China. It is an urban expressway in the large city. The first dataset contains 2,200 traffic images (1,200 for daytime, 
1,000 for nighttime) of different periods and dates. There are total 57,059 vehicles in the first dataset. The collected images are always 
with the same quality of 720p (size: 1,280 × 720 pixels) and the same scale due to the fixed camera position and internal parameters, 
whose only differences are the light conditions in daytime and nighttime. This dataset is named as Daytime and Nighttime Vehicle 
Detection (DNVD) dataset. The dataset is divided into two parts: training set and testing set. The training set has 1,000 manually 
labeled traffic images in daytime (denoted as Day-training). The testing set has 1,200 images, including a subset of 100 images in 
normal daytime traffic (denoted as Day-normal), a subset of 100 images in congested daytime traffic (denoted as Day-congested), 4 
subsets of nighttime traffic images (denoted as Night-1, Night-2, Night-3, Night-4). Each image of the testing set is manually labeled for 
performance evaluation only, whose labels do not join the CNN training. The specific contents of the benchmark are shown in Table 1. 
In the experiment, the labeled daytime traffic images (Day-training) is the Source Domain as S, and the unlabeled nighttime traffic 
images (a combination of Night-1, Night-2, Night-3 and Night-4) is the Target Domain as T. 

To evaluate the traffic flow parameter estimation performance of the proposed method, we collected the second dataset from the 
same traffic surveillance camera. Four videos were collected to test the proposed method: three 1,800-frame videos (60 s for each) in 
daytime (17:45 of 06/24/2019, 18:42 of 07/05/2019, 17:19 of 06/24/2019) and one 1,800-frame video (60 s) in nighttime (20:37 of 
07/05/2019) of about 260 K vehicles in total, which is denoted as Traffic Flow Parameter Estimation (TFPE) datset in this paper. The 
ground truths of vehicle count and speed were manually labeled on one daytime 1,800-frame video and the nighttime 1,800-frame 

Fig. 4. Illustration of the computed motion vectors using the sparse optical flow by Bouguet et al. (2001) with the interval of five frames. The left 
image shows the motion vectors in the RoI of each vehicle and the right image displays the average motion vector for each vehicle. (Green dot: 
starting point, Blue dot: ending point, Red line: .motion vector.) (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.) 
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video respectively for the performance evaluation. For the ground-truth vehicle count, it was labeled by manually counting the ve-
hicles from the each lane frame by frame. For the ground-truth vehicle speed, the moving distance of one sampled vehicle in each lane 
was manually labeled over an time interval, where five frames were used same as that in Ke et al. (2016, 2018). In the collected videos, 
the actual time interval of five frames was 0.167 s, the vehicle speed could still be viewed as a constant in this instant period. We did 
not label the ground truths for other two daytime 1,800-frame videos, which were used to show the estimated traffic flow parameters 
only. 

4.2. Experimental setting 

To validate the accuracy of the proposed method, our experiment mainly includes two parts: vehicle detection and traffic flow 
parameter estimation. In the vehicle detection experiment, two different scenarios are considered separately: 1. Detect the vehicles 
during daytime by Faster R-CNN; 2. Detect the vehicles during nighttime by Faster R-CNN with DA method. The following is the 
detailed setting. 

1) Scenario I: We directly train a Faster R-CNN model on the set of Day-training using the images and manually labeled ground- 
truth. Then, we test the trained model on the sets of Day-normal and Day-congested. 

2) Scenario II: We firstly use the proposed style transfer method to translate the image style from source domain S (Day-training) to 
the target domain T (a combination of Night-1, Night-2, Night-3 and Night-4) for domain difference reduction. In this way, each image 
in daytime style in the set of Day-training will be translated to a synthetic/fake image in nighttime style but with the same contents. As 
we defined before, the set of generated synthetic/fake images from S is T̂ and then the manually labeled ground truth of S and cor-
responding synthetic/fake image in T̂ are used to train a new Faster R-CNN model. This new Faster R-CNN with DA model can be used 
to detect the vehicles in the nighttime images (Night-1, Night-2, Night-3 and Night-4). In addition, we directly use the trained Faster R- 
CNN model in Scenario I to test the vehicle detection in nighttime as the comparison methods. 

Besides, three traditional image processing methods based on background subtraction for vehicle detection, i.e., Mean-BGS by Li 
et al. (2013), Multi-LayerBGS by Yao and Odobez (2007), and DPGrimsonGMM by Stauffer and Grimson (1999), are used as the 
comparison methods in the experiments. Furthermore, two more deep learning methods for vehicle detection, i.e., SSD by Liu et al. 
(2016) and Faster R-CNNL, are also utilized as comparison methods in the experiments. Specifically, the SSD model is trained on the set 
of Day-training (1000 images), and the Faster R-CNNL model is a Faster R-CNN model trained on another dataset collected by the same 
camera in different days (1000 daytime images) with four different light conditions during daytime (250 images: weak lights in cloudy 
weather, 250 images: middle lights in cloudy weather, 250 images: strong lights with shadows in sunny weather, 250 images: extra 
strong lights with more shadows in sunny weather). These new images are manually labeled for each vehicle location to train the Faster 
R-CNNL model. 

We implement these methods and conduct the experiments using Python, OpenCV and PyTorch. During training, for Faster R-CNN 
based methods and SSD, we set the initial learning rate at 0.0001 and decayed with a factor of 0.9 of every 10 epochs. We set the batch 
size as 4 images and the momentum is 0.9 and the training epoch is 40 in our all experiments. For the CycleGAN, the balance weight λ is 
set to 10 for the cycle consistency loss, and we use the default setting for other hyper-parameters in its publicized code.2 For the 
traditional image processing methods using background subtraction, we follow the default setting in their publicized code.3 The 
experiments are conducted on a workstation with a CPU of 2.6 GHz, a memory of 12 GB and a NVIDIA GTX 2080 TI GPU. 

In the evaluation of detection experimental results, there are six metrics used to evaluate those methods including Mean-BGS, 
Multi-LayerBGS, DPGrimsonGMM, SSD, Faster R-CNN, Faster R-CNNL, and the Proposed Method. They include mean Average Pre-
cision(mAP), Precision, Recall, F-measure, Number of False Positives per image (NFP error/image), and Number of False Negatives per 
image (NFN error/image): 

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(13) 

Table 1 
Details of the collected DNVD dataset in the experiment.  

Training set Image Number Vehicle Number Date Time 

Day-training 1,000 32,456 05/16/2019 19:10  

Training set Image Number Vehicle Number Date Time 
Day-normal 100 3,173 05/16/2019 19:00 

Day-congested 100 4,539 04/14/2019 14:30 
Night-1 250 7,322 06/01/2019 21:30 
Night-2 250 5,554 06/02/2019 21:30 
Night-3 250 1,738 06/02/2019 23:50 
Night-4 250 2,277 07/05/2019 00:20  

2 https://github.com/junyanz/pytorch-CycleGAN-and-pix2pix.  
3 https://github.com/andrewssobral/bgslibrary. 
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Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(14)  

Fmeasure =
2 × Precision × Recall

Precision + Recall
(15)  

where TP is short for true positive, FP for false positive, and FN for false negative. F-measure is an overall metric combining precision 
and recall together, so we use F-measure to report the overall performance. The mAP (%) metric is the precision averaged across all 
values of recall between 0 and 1 for the vehicles, which is considered as a comprehensive metric to well demonstrate the detection 
performance as used in Ren et al. (2015). For all the methods, the performance evaluation uses a uniform threshold of 0.5 for the IoU 
between the predicted bounding box and ground truth. 

For the experiment of traffic flow parameter estimation, vehicle speed estimation and vehicle count were evaluated. Accuracy is 
used as a metric to evaluate vehicle count, and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) are the metrics to 
evaluate vehicle speed. They are calculated using the following equations: 

MAE =
1
n

∑

n
|yi − y*

i |, (16)  

RMSE =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
1
n

∑

n
(yi − y*

i )
2

√

, (17)  

where yi denotes the ground truth value, y*
i denotes the estimation value. Smaller MAE and RMSE errors indicate the better perfor-

mance. At the same time, the percentage of error reduction (PER) is used to evaluate the error reduction of MAE by the proposed 
method, which is calculated by the difference between the previous MAE and the latter MAE over the previous MAE (|PMAE − LMAE|

PMAE
×

100%). 

4.3. Experimental results 

4.3.1. Results of vehicle detection 
The experimental results for Scenario I are shown in Table 2. This table shows that the deep learning methods achieved better 

performance than the traditional image processing methods on our dataset. We can also see that the performances of all the methods 
slightly drop in the case of congested traffic. Among the deep learning methods, Faster R-CNN obtained best [96.41%, 93.79%] and 
SSD got [96.28%, 93.70%] as the mean [F-measure, mAP] on the two daytime testing sets, which is comparable and similar. Because 
Faster R-CNN got slightly better performance on our dataset, we choose Faster R-CNN as the baseline model for our algorithm 
development. Faster R-CNNL trained with different light conditions got [94.10%, 93.14%] as the mean [F-measure, mAP] on the two 
daytime testing sets, which is slightly lower than Faster R-CNN’s performance. The possible reason might be the light condition 
differences in the training and testing sets. Among the traditional image processing methods, Mean-BGS achieved better performance, 
which is [94.46%, 90.18%] as the mean [F-measure, mAP] on the two daytime testing sets. The visualized detection results in Scenario 
I are shown in Fig. 5, where we only display the results by the most representative methods, i.e., Mean-BGS and Faster R-CNN. It is 
obvious that Faster R-CNN obtains better detection than Mean-BGS. 

The experimental results for Scenario II are shown in Table 3. This table shows that the traditional image processing methods based 

Table 2 
Results in Scenario I on the collected DNVD dataset: daytime vehicle detection. On the two daytime testing sets, the mean [F-measure, mAP] by 
different methods are: Multi-LayerBGS [90.64%,82.98%], DPGrimsonGMM [90.00%,81.84%], Mean-BGS [94.46%,90.18%], SSD [96.28%,93.70%], 
Faster R-CNN [96.41%,93.79%], Faster R-CNNL [94.10%,93.14%].  

Day-normal Precision Recall F-measure NFP/image  NFN/image  mAP 

Multi-LayerBGS 97.37% 92.31% 94.77% 0.79 2.44 90.40% 
DPGrimsonGMM 95.54% 87.80% 91.51% 1.3 3.87 84.86% 

Mean-BGS 95.19% 96.63% 95.90% 1.55 1.07 92.45% 
SSD 98.15% 98.80% 98.48% 0.59 0.38 99.05%  

Faster R-CNN 98.19%  99.02%  98.60%  0.58  0.31  99.01% 
Faster R-CNNL 94.79% 98.95% 96.83% 1.71 0.33 98.29%  

Day-congested Precision Recall F-measure NFP/image  NFN/image  mAP 
Multi-LayerBGS 92.52% 81.23% 86.51% 2.98 8.52 75.56% 
DPGrimsonGMM 93.39% 84.09% 88.50% 2.7 7.22 78.82% 

Mean-BGS 92.77% 93.26% 93.01% 3.3 3.06 87.91% 
SSD 95.69%  92.51% 94.07% 1.89  3.4 88.35% 

Faster R-CNN 93.74% 94.71%  94.22%  2.87 2.4  88.57%  
Faster R-CNNL 89.32% 93.53% 91.38% 4.81 2.78 87.99%  
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(a) Mean-BGS (b) Faster R-CNN

(c) Mean-BGS (d) Faster R-CNN

Fig. 5. Detection results in Scenario I on the collected DNVD dataset: daytime vehicle detection. Top: normal traffic, Bottom: congested traffic.  

Table 3 
Results in Scenario II on the collected DNVD dataset: nighttime vehicle detection. Note that the training of all the deep learning methods did not use 
any labels in nighttime. On average of 4 nighttime testing sets, the mean [F-measure, mAP] by different methods are: Multi-LayerBGS [71.18%,

52.26%], DPGrimsonGMM [59.32%,37.10%], Mean-BGS [71.72%,52.71%], SSD [81.95%,79.72%], Faster R-CNN [82.85%,80.39%], Faster R-CNNL 
[80.30%,76.62%], Proposed method [86.40%,84.62%].  

Night-1 Precision Recall F-measure NFP/image  NFN/image  mAP 

Multi-LayerBGS 86.05% 67.07% 75.39% 3.18 9.644 58.09% 
DPGrimsonGMM 63.48% 54.12% 58.43% 9.12 13.436 35.81% 

Mean-BGS 79.40% 66.98% 72.66% 5.08 9.672 54.03% 
SSD 88.93% 73.33% 80.38% 2.67 7.812 74.06% 

Faster R-CNN 95.60%  75.08% 84.10% 1.01  7.3 74.84% 
Faster R-CNNL 87.57% 70.49% 78.11% 2.81 8.304 68.03% 

Proposed 92.54% 85.54%  88.90%  2.02 4.236  79.39%   

Night-2 Precision Recall F-measure NFP/image  NFN/image  mAP 
Multi-LayerBGS 87.21% 66.65% 75.56% 2.17 7.40 58.60% 
DPGrimsonGMM 74.63% 64.62% 69.27% 4.88 7.86 49.25% 

Mean-BGS 78.40% 62.48% 69.54% 3.82 8.33 49.09% 
SSD 89.55% 73.42% 80.69% 1.90 5.90 73.78% 

Faster R-CNN 96.47%  72.87% 83.02% 0.59  6.02 74.05% 
Faster R-CNNL 87.14% 68.97% 77.00% 2.18 6.65 66.99% 

Proposed 93.36% 84.82%  88.89%  1.34 3.37  80.72%   

Night-3 Precision Recall F-measure NFP/image  NFN/image  mAP 
Multi-LayerBGS 65.13% 61.16% 63.09% 2.27 2.7 40.76% 
DPGrimsonGMM 60.36% 51.44% 55.55% 2.34 3.37 33.03% 

Mean-BGS 62.72% 81.99% 71.07% 3.38 1.25 52.16% 
SSD 75.59%  86.77% 80.79% 1.94  0.92 84.02% 

Faster R-CNN 66.98% 94.42%  78.37% 3.23 0.38  85.63% 
Faste R-CNNL 72.50% 91.16% 80.77% 2.26 0.58 85.57% 

Proposed 72.64% 93.33% 81.69%  2.44 0.46 88.72%   

Night-4 Precision Recall F-measure NFP/image  NFN/image  mAP 
Multi-LayerBGS 74.50% 67.24% 70.68% 2.09 2.98 51.57% 
DPGrimsonGMM 59.81% 49.28% 54.03% 3.01 4.62 30.31% 

Mean-BGS 68.24% 79.93% 73.62% 3.38 1.82 55.56% 
SSD 84.10%  87.83% 85.93% 1.51  1.10 87.00% 

Faster R-CNN 78.60% 94.69%  85.90% 2.34 0.48  87.05% 
Faster R-CNNL 81.19% 89.91% 85.33% 1.8 0.87 85.89% 

Proposed 79.41% 94.03% 86.10%  2.22 0.54 89.66%   
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on background subtraction performed worse than deep learning methods obviously. Among traditional image processing methods, 
Mean-BGS obtained better [71.72%, 52.71%] as mean [F-measure, mAP] on the 4 nighttime testing sets. Among the deep learning 
methods, SSD got [81.95%,79.72%], and Faster R-CNNL got [80.30%, 76.62%], and Faster R-CNN obtained [82.85%, 80.39%], and 
the proposed method achieved [86.40%,84.62%] (best performance) as the mean [F-measure, mAP] on the 4 nighttime testing sets. 
During nighttime, many vehicles are blurred and visually similar as the background road, so the traditional image processing methods 
based on background subtraction cannot effectively extract the moving vehicles. For example, a black or dark-color vehicle is 
extremely hard to be detected by background subtraction in the nighttime. The deep learning based methods obtained better per-
formance due to the powerful discriminative feature extraction by the CNN frameworks. With the labeled daytime data only, SSD and 
Faster R-CNN models trained on the daytime data cannot well detect the vehicles in the nighttime because of the significant domain 
distribution discrepancy between daytime training and nighttime testing data. Even using different light conditions in daytime for the 
model training, Faster R-CNNL still cannot accurately detect the vehicles in the nighttime. However, the proposed method (Faster R- 
CNN with DA) could reduce the domain difference between daytime and nighttime by the style transfer, leading to the highest 
detection performance. In object detection, F-measure (considering both Precision and Recall) and mAP are the overall performance 
evaluation metrics. Although the proposed method sometimes might not obtain the highest Precision or Recall on each nighttime 
testing set, the proposed method achieved the highest overall F-measure and mAP on each of the four nighttime testing sets. Fig. 6 
shows some translation demos of the original real daytime images and the corresponding synthetic/fake mages after the proposed style 
transfer. The synthetic/fake images are visually similar to the real nighttime images. The light conditions, road reflections, blurred air 
conditions in the synthetic/fake images are quite close to the real nighttime traffic images. Therefore, the domain difference between 
two domains are certainly reduced by the proposed style transfer. Fig. 7 shows the visualized results for the vehicle detection on real 
nighttime images, where we only display the results by the most representative methods, i.e., Mean-BGS, Faster R-CNN, and the 
proposed method. The Mean-BGS method has many missed detection during nighttime. Faster R-CNN is better than the Mean-BGS 
method, but it still has significant false positive and false negative errors. After style transfer based domain adaptation, the pro-
posed method gets less false positive and false negative errors, which improves the vehicle detection in the nighttime. 

Because there are many existing manually labeled ground truth for vehicle detection in the daytime images by the current urban 
traffic surveillance cameras, the research outcome of the proposed method is able to make maximum usage of the existing labeled 
daytime data to help the vehicle detection in the nighttime. 

4.3.2. Discussion of style transfer for vehicle detection 
In this section, we discuss the performance change if we apply a different style transfer method to Faster R-CNN. The proposed 

method applies CycleGAN method as the style transfer to Faster R-CNN, so we replace the CycleGAN method with another unpaired 
image-to-image translation method to test the performance change. The UNsupervised Image-to-image Translation Networks (UNIT) 
by Liu et al. (2017) can learn a joint distribution of images in different domains through its designed GAN-based deep learning 
framework for the unpaired image-to-image translation with good performance in many computer vision tasks, so we choose the UNIT 
method as the comparison in this study. 

Similar as the proposed method, we implement the style transfer by UNIT to translate the daytime-style images to nighttime-style 
images, and we keep the same experimental setting with the proposed method but only replacing CycleGAN to UNIT. By using the 
daytime labeled images and corresponding transferred/fake nighttime-style images for model training, we denote the two methods as 
“Faster R-CNN+CycleGAN” and “Faster R-CNN+UNIT”. Table 4 shows the detection results for nighttime vehicle detection and Fig. 8 
displays an illustration of style transfer by CycleGAN and UNIT from daytime to nighttime. On average of 4 nighttime testing sets, using 
the mAP metric, Faster R-CNN+UNIT gets 79.69%, while the proposed method (Faster R-CNN+CycleGAN) achieves 84.62% as the 
best performance. Based on Fig. 8, the transferred nighttime-style images by CycleGAN maintain more structure information of ve-
hicles than the UNIT method. Possibly because UNIT assumes the Gaussian latent space in its translation model as described by Liu 
et al. (2017), UNIT’s transferred images are not as good as those by CycleGAN in our collected DNVD dataset. Therefore, the Faster R- 

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 6. Style transfer from daytime to nighttime. (a) real daytime traffic images, (b) corresponding synthetic/fake traffic images generated 
by CycleGAN. 
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CNN+UNIT method gets lower mAP than the proposed method (Faster R-CNN+CycleGAN). 
On summary, the proposed method with better style transfer method, like CycleGAN, could obtain higher vehicle detection 

performance. 

4.3.3. Results of traffic flow parameter estimation 
Because Faster R-CNN is the baseline model we choose for the experiments, we only use Faster R-CNN as the comparison method in 

this section. It is worth mentioning that the proposed method comes back to the Faster R-CNN method during the daytime. 
The proposed method achieved a satisfactory performance in the vehicle count estimation in daytime and nighttime as shown in 

Table 5. During the daytime, the proposed method is just the Faster R-CNN method, which could reach the mean accuracy of 97.58% 
for vehicle count estimation in all the lanes. During the nighttime, the proposed method is the Faster R-CNN with DA method, which 
could reach the mean accuracy of 85.26% for vehicle count estimation in all the lanes, compared to 75.04% only by Faster R-CNN. It 
shows that the proposed method using DA could greatly improve the accuracy for vehicle counting during nighttime. In general, the 
proposed method achieved high vehicle counting accuracy in daytime and very good vehicle counting accuracy in nighttime. Because 
the deep learning model we trained did not use any nighttime manual labels as supervisions, the great accuracy improvement during 
nighttime is quite promising. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show the estimated and ground-truth counts for the daytime and nighttime traffic 
conditions. Because the position and internal parameters of the surveillance camera is fixed during the data collection, the prior lane 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Fig. 7. Detection results in Scenario II on the collected DNVD dataset: nighttime vehicle detection. Detections on one example image of (a) Night-1, 
(b) Night-2, (c) Night-3 and (d) Night-4 are displayed. From left to right: results of Mean-BGS by Li et al. (2013), Faster R-CNN by Ren et al. (2015), 
Proposed Method. 

Table 4 
Results (mAPs) of Faster R-CNN with different style transfer methods for nighttime vehicle detection on the collected 
DNVD dataset.  

Testing Sets Faster R-CNN+UNIT Proposed (Faster R-CNN+CycleGAN) 

Night-1 70.56% 79.39%  
Night-2 77.13% 80.72%  
Night-3 82.87% 88.72%  
Night-4 88.19% 89.66%  

Mean mAP 79.69% 84.62%   
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 8. An illustration of style transfer by different methods from daytime to nighttime. (a) real daytime traffic images, (b) transferred nighttime- 
style image of (a) by UNIT, and (c) transferred nighttime-style image of (a) by CycleGAN. Second row shows the zoomed images of the cropped 
region (red box) in the first row. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 
this article.) 

Table 5 
Results in vehicle counting accuracy of each lane in daytime and nighttime on the labeled TFPE dataset. During the daytime, the average accuracy of 
Faster R-CNN over all six lanes is 97.58%. During the nighttime, the average accuracy of Faster R-CNN is 75.04%, while the proposed method 
improved it to be 85.26%. Lane distribution can be found in Fig. 9.  

Vehicle Counting Accuracy in Daytime 

Method Lane1 Lane2 Lane3 Lane4 Lane5 Lane6 

Faster R-CNN 95.84%  98.22%  97.25%  99.41%  98.57%  96.19%   

Vehicle Counting Accuracy in Nighttime 

Method Lane1 Lane2 Lane3 Lane4 Lane5 Lane6 

Faster R-CNN 76.34%  79.20%  52.63%  85.38%  85.54%  71.17%  
Proposed 85.85%  88.59%  68.28%  91.63%  93.78%  83.43%   

Original Lane distribution

Fig. 9. The daytime vehicle count estimation on each lane in the labeled TFPE dataset. One example image with the detailed lane distribution is 
shown in the top. 
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distribution can be manually segmented as that in Fig. 9. Lane3 has relatively low vehicle counting accuracy during nighttime because 
it has many occlusions caused by the trees. These occlusions do not affect the detection in daytime too much, leading to 97.25% 
accuracy in Lane3 during daytime, but the nighttime condition with the occlusions drops it to 68.28%. Experimental results on each 
lane show the significant accuracy increase by the proposed method compared to Faster R-CNN. 

Table 6 shows the daytime and nighttime vehicle speed estimation results in the collected TFPE dataset. The estimated speed by 
computer vision can be compared with the loop detected speed or the empirical and analytical result, as introduced by Bickel et al. 
(2007), Lu and Coifman (2007). Similar to them, we compare the estimated speed by the proposed method with the manual ground 
truth. During the daytime, Faster R-CNN obtains average MAE of 1.87 km/h and average RMSE of 3.00. During the nighttime, Faster R- 
CNN obtains average MAE of 5.07 km/h and average RMSE of 8.77, while the proposed method improved the performance to average 
MAE of 4.22 and average RMSE of 7.61. Fig. 11 shows the estimated vehicle speed and the ground-truth speed on each lane during the 
daytime. Fig. 12 shows the nighttime estimated and the ground-truth speed on each line. It is obvious that the estimated vehicle speed 
by the proposed method could follow the changes of the ground-truth vehicle speed with relatively small MAE and RMSE errors. Lane3 
has the largest speed estimation error during nighttime over all the lanes because it has occlusions caused by trees, as shown in Fig. 7, 
making both the vehicle detection and optical flow association much more difficult. 

Furthermore, we could infer the speed, density and volume estimated by the proposed method for each lane in the collected TFPE 
dataset, which is shown in Table 7. Specifically, we sample the traffic surveillance video every five frames and estimate the speed by 
Eq. (11), density by Eq. (12), and then compute the volume by Eq. (9). We can see that the estimated speed is much related to the 
estimated count and density in each lane. When the vehicle count and density are small, the vehicle speed is high. The traffic flow 
parameters changed significantly in daytime and nighttime. Fig. 13 displays the relation of speed and density estimated by the pro-
posed method. It shows that the collected traffic has free flow (high speed and low density) and congested flow (low speed and high 
density) situations during the daytime. While in the nighttime, the traffic changes to be only free flow with high speed and low density. 
As shown in Fig. 13, the proposed method provides an effective visualization to analyze and compare daytime and nighttime traffic 
flow in the same location. 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, we proposed a new deep learning method for the situation-sensitive vehicle detection and traffic flow parameter 
estimation (i.e., speed, density and volume) in daytime and nighttime for urban surveillance cameras. The main contribution is that the 

Fig. 10. The nighttime vehicle count estimation on each lane in the labeled TFPE dataset.  

Table 6 
Results in vehicle speed estimation of every lane in the labeled TFPE dataset. During the daytime, Faster R-CNN obtains average MAE of 1.87 km/h 
and average RMSE of 3.00. During the nighttime, Faster R-CNN obtains average MAE of 5.07 km/h and average RMSE of 8.77, while the proposed 
method reduced the errors to average MAE of 4.22 km/h and average RMSE of 7.61. The average percentage of error reduction (PER) is 15.13% by the 
proposed method.  

Vehicle Speed Estimation 

Time Method Metric Lane1 Lane2 Lane3 Lane4 Lane5 Lane6 

Day Faster R-CNN MAE 1.42 4.09 1.07 1.72 1.40 1.52 
RMSE 2.50 5.60 1.66 3.89 2.15 2.21 

Night Faster R-CNN MAE 5.21 4.24 14.78 1.57 1.61 3.04 
RMSE 9.65 9.40 21.31 2.56 2.49 7.26 

Proposed MAE 4.94  3.90  11.66  1.30  1.48  2.09  
RMSE 9.46  9.00  18.08  2.20  2.35  4.58  
PER 5.18% 8.01% 21.11% 17.19% 8.07% 31.25%  
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proposed deep learning method only using the manual labels in daytime for training and a style transfer based domain adaptation 
method to improve the performance in the nighttime. Another contribution is that the proposed method could analyze and compare 
daytime and nighttime traffic flow in the same location with meaningful visualizations. The proposed method could make the 
maximum usage of available daytime labeled data by the traffic surveillance videos, which is quite promising to improve traffic data 
collection to avoid more manual annotations in training the deep learning models. In this paper, two datasets were collected and 
manually annotated for performance evaluation. The experimental results show that the proposed deep learning method could greatly 
improve the performances of vehicle detection, counting, speed estimation and collect better traffic flow parameters. 

Future research work can be focused on continually improving the performance with more advanced domain adaptation methods, 
collecting multi-type traffic flow parameters (i.e., car, bus, truck), and mining diverse traffic conditions in daytime and nighttime. 
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